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Every toy we made brought us closer to our

goal; they were our  stepping 

We have given our best to commence 

Through this project, we can proudly state that we

are one among the many teams who have engineered

a difference in our world. 

      stones throughout this venture 

      for a more sustainable world.

      a new and Eco -friendly society that protects                

      Our tender and beloved planet to honor all 

      THAT IT PROVIDES US.

SKILLS IMPROVED
Team Work

Creating Toys

Nurturing Our Plant

"The paper we
save today, will

help us live
tomorrow."

Lipica Anoop
 

Imagination

Our project which started as a seed of

an idea has successfully germinated

into a plant and we aim to nurture it

to develop into a tree. We are pursuing

to recycle paper and create 

toys in various themes including

Science, Mathematics, English, 

Art and Sports. For lARGE-scale

production and recycling of paper, we

have successfully designed a

prototype in which the entire toy

making process is covered.

Along with decreasing paper 

wastage, this would also equip 

youngsters to be creative. We aim to

create an exponential action within

our school premises and local

community.

"EVERY PAPER TOY HAS A

STORY BEHIND IT-THE

COUNTLESS TIME AND

EFFORT SPENT ON THEM."

-Malakh Sharafuddin

"to make your self

a hero, convert

your paper

wastage to zero."

-Athena Jaison
 

SDG'S IN FOCUS 

Climate Action- Rotting of paper 

produces methane gas.

 Reducing methane emissions 

is the fastest way

 to decrease global warming.

 

Quality Education-  Educating our

peers and teaching them to create

sustainable toys promotes quality

education.

 

Life on land- saving and planting

trees helps in reviving the habitats

of plants and animal species. while

cutting trees we are also

destroying the homes of floras and

faunas .

Athena Jaison

Team leader & speaker

MALAKH SHARAFUDDIN 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Afeefa Nooriya 

REPORTER

Lipica Anoop 

resource investigator

Angelina Bibu 

MINUTE TAKER 

 To bring joy we make toys

"Put your ideas together,

Pen them down on a 

paper and rewind them-

DO  not let them go to

waste."

-Afeefa Nooriya



FEEDBACK

We have received approximately 2 kg of paper as

donation from a peers. Through competition

several students made paper toys. The toys are

used as a teaching aid for kindergarten students.

We have measured our impact through
statistical data such as bar graphs, pie
charts and Excel.
We have posted items like blogs in our
website and earned likes and comments.

 
5.  The divider will then slide into

compartments where glue will be
added to the pulp and it will be

mixed until it forms into a dough .
6. A wall will push the dough into a

tube where it will be divided into
equal portions and take it into the

above compartment.
7. Now the dough will be squeezed
into the molds and it will be baked

for 103 + 3 degree varying
according to velocity and density.

Now the output will be released
through the opening. 

 

CONTRIBUTIONS

STATISTICS Collaborations with 

Company

We  had conducted a competition to
increase the impact. Our peers who
created exceptional toys were
awarded a certificate for their
cooperation with our team. 

MEASURING IMPACT

Social media links
Youtube-

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCe8j3mhjrj

YiUqAALGRlBgUqAALGRlBg

Wix website- 

https://malakhsharafuddin.wixsite.com/trash-to-

treasure
AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS 

This idea of recycling old, waste paper
into new toys and items are very
inventive and productive." 

"The idea of recycling paper and turning it
into new toys is very thoughtful. It is very
exciting to do more of these toys."

   -Shriya

   -Sara

We conducted seminars in several classes. We
engaged the students in the workshop by
conducting activities. We asked the students
about what they do with waste paper. Each
student had a different method of recycling but
the majority of each class threw it away.
Through our seminar, our fellow volunteers were
able to follow a much inventive and sustainable.
idea. The outcome of the seminars turned out to
be more than our expectations.

T.T.T
(Triple T) 

Insert the blank paper in the
shredder.

The shredded paper with then
be transferred into the soaker

(water tub).
After it soaks this mixture will
go through a filter present in

compartment 1 where the
water and paper pulp will be

separated .
Then the sliding divider will

slide into compartment 1
where the net will be flipped

releasing the pulp into the
sliding divider.

1.

2.

3.

4.

 
 

 
We are currently in talks with

reputable organizations that

have expressed their interest

to partner with us such as -  

 Silver Star and Silver Point.

OVER 800+ HOURS SPENT ON THE PROJECT 

40+ SUBSCRIBERS FROM DIFFERENT 

65+ VOLUNTEERS 

220+ VIEWS GLOBALLY

SUBSCRIBERS FROM 5 

      PARTS OF THE WORLD 

      COUNTRIES

Activities

""I am always
searching and
managing waste paper.
I think that making
toys is a very good
idea to reduce paper
wastage!"

Jaison Jos
CEO of

Silver Star

 
"The Greatest Threat to Our Planet Is the Belief That

Someone Else Will Save It."
                                      - Robert Swan

 


